
Light, airy, fully equipped
kitchen studio for hire

COOK &
FEAST

STUDIO
Photography and videography space and

demonstration kitchen for hire in South East

London

CONTACT
hello@cookandfeast.co.uk

@cookandfeastlondon

07986805033

37 Chalford Road, London, SE21 8BX



OUR KITCHEN
We have designed our kitchen with photography

and videography in mind. The 5-ring induction

hob is positioned on the central island and the

wall  behind is perfect for styling. The exposed

brick wall  on the opposite side makes an

excellent backdrop. Bifold doors open onto the

garden to give more shooting space if  needed.  

EQUIPMENT INCLUDES
5 ring AEG SensePro induction hob

2 x AEG Steam Bake ovens

Full  height fridge, full  height freezer

and under-counter fridge

Butchers block

Dishwasher

Double fluted ceramic sink with

mixer tap and handspray

Magimix food processor

Kenwood Chef XL food mixer

SousVide wand

Deep fat fryer

Vacuum pack machine

Instant pot

Pasta machine

Buffalo ice cream machine

Range of Le Creuset cookware

Large range of knives and utensils

Kettle,  toaster,  mugs, glassware and

various cutlery

A large range of props are included

in the hire.  Please enquire if  you

require something in particular.

OTHER SPACES
We also have an open plan dining and

living room space that is included in the

hire which includes a large farmhouse

table.  Please enquire for photos and

specifics.



“I can’t recommend Giovanna and Marcus
enough. The kitchen space is exquisite, was

perfect for our shoot – lovely finishings
and had such a gorgeous feel, the light was

beautiful. They both couldn’t have been
more helpful from start to finish – I can’t
wait to book my next shoot with them.”

 
Laura - Popcorn PR 

 
 

RATES
Half day (4 hours) :  £250

Full  Day (8 hours) :  £400

Additional hours (pre-agreed):  £50/hour

Additional hours (overtime):  £75/hour

FIND US
37, Chalford Road, London, SE21 8BX

Nearest stations:  West Dulwich/Gipsy Hill

Nearest bus stop: Church approach (number 3

from Brixton is 15 mins)

Free,  on street parking at premises.

DIMENSIONS
Width: 4m

Length: 5.4m

Height:  2m (lowest)  3.1m (highest)


